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Abst rac t - -A  mathematical approach for evaluation the complexity of spatio-temporal dynamics 
for delayed feedback optical systems is suggested. It is based on the concept of global attractor 
for discrete semigroups. Both the retarded ifferential-difference andretarded iffusion models of 
feedback optical systems axe similarly investigated. Upper estimates for the number of determining 
modes and Hausdorff dimension of attractors are obtained. (~) 2000 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Recently, nonlinear optical systems with a wide range of spatio-temporal field transformations in 
the distributed feedback loop were intensively studied as promising tools in optical information 
processing [1,2]. Rich opportunities in the creation of various types of local and nonlocal feedback 
interactions permit us to construct a variety of self-organization processes [2,3]: running pulses, 
dissipative structures, leading centers, reverberators, spirals, optical turbulence, etc. In principle, 
such spatio-temporal patterns can be used for coding and storing information (for instance, 
memory functions in [4]). The latest achievements in the developing of controlled elay line [5] 
turn one to the practical stage of pattern recognition via distributed optical systems. In [5], some 
experiments on the learning of temporal information are presented in a delayed optical system 
(resonator); a self-organized association of analog signals with resonator modes is demonstrated 
as well. The analog method for searching a global extremum for a function of many variables 
is suggested in [6] on the basis of specially organized feedback field interactions. As a matter 
of fact, the practical realization of such an optical system appears as an example of a special 
"optical computer" capable of carrying out a global optimization procedure. 
Problems of quantitative estimating of the variety of all possible dynamic patterns and measur- 
ing of their complexity arise while using the distributed optical system in information processing. 
The research described in this publication was made possible in part by Grant Nos. MRP000 and MRP300 from 
the International Science Foundation. 
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These are closely connected with a studying of the capacity for spatial chaos memory [4]. Roughly 
speaking, it is important o estimate the information store the optical system could accumulate 
by itself. A global attractor (if it exists) is known as a appropriate mathematical model: it con- 
tains full information of all limiting (as time tends to infinity) regimes possessed by the system. 
Thus, we come to the problem of estimating the attractor dimension. 
The existence of global attractor is proved in [7,8] for the nonlinear optical system with nonlocal 
interactions provided by field rotation in the spatially distributed feedback contour without delay. 
A corresponding mathematical model is presented by the functional-differential diffusion equation 
with transformed spatial argument in the nonlinear term. The lower and upper estimates of 
Hausdorff dimension of the global attractor are obtained as well as the number of determining 
modes. 
Taking account of the temporal delay in the feedback loop causes new problems. A phase 
space of the delayed systems becomes infinite dimensional. Even in a relatively simple model, 
described by a retarded ifferential-difference equation, the transition to various chaotic regimes 
is a quite natural process [4,9]. Lyapunov exponents are used in [4,10] when studying the system's 
complexity; it is mentioned that Lyapunov dimension of the chaotic attractor linearly increases 
with the delay value. Nonlinear optical systems having both temporal (delay in time) and spatial 
(diffusion in nonlinear media and nonlocal feedback transformations) field interactions form a 
new class of models. Their investigation has just begun. 
In the present paper, we intend the mathematical pproach for evaluation of the complexity of 
spatio-temporal dynamics for delayed feedback optical systems. Basing on the concept of global 
attractor for discrete semigroups, we demonstrate how both the retarded ifferential-difference 
and. retarded diffusion models of feedback optical systems can be similarly investigated. The 
paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we consider a family of time-delayed models including 
a chain of coupled optical elements and systems with spatially distributed feedback and field 
rotation. Corresponding mathematical models are described by retarded ifferential-difference 
and retarded iffusion equations with a transformed spatial variable. The reduction technique is 
discussed in Section 3; it is to be used as background for the treatment of retarded systems by 
means of discrete semigroups. We prove that they possess compact global attractors. In Section 4, 
we develop a method for finding quantitative estimates of "finite dimensionality" of attractors 
in retarded ifferential-difference equations and retarded iffusion equations with a transformed 
spatial variable. As a result, we obtain upper estimates of the number of determining modes and 
of the Hausdorff dimension of global attractors. In the conclusion, we put final comments; the 
Appendix contains the derivation of some formulas. 
2. BAS IC  MODELS OF  T IME-DELAYED OPT ICAL  SYSTEMS 
The simplest (in form but not in the behavior) model of delayed optical system is considered 
in [9]. Using geometric-optical approximation of light beams' interactions in the one-dimensional 
feedback contour, authors have obtained the equation 
du 
-d-t-(r, t) + u(r, t) = K (1 + "~ cos {u(r, t - T)}). (1) 
Here, u(r, t) is a nonlinear phase modulation occurring in the thin ring aperture of radius ro, 
r = (x, y) E R 2, Irl 2 -= x 2 +y2 = r~, time variable is normalized by its relaxation value. Note that 
in equation (1), the dependence on the spatial variable r is parametric, and therefore, different 
points of nonlinear medium are not connected with each other. 
Introduction of the field rotation A n = 27r/n (n is an integer number) in a feedback contour 
results in the appearance of interactions between each family of n points, equally spaced on the 
thin ring aperture. The dynamics of the system is described by vector-valued n-dimensional 
phase modulation u(t) = (u l ( t ) ,u2( t ) , . . .  ,Un(t)) T E R n governed by the system of retarded 
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differential-difference equations [11] 
dul 
dt (t) + ul(t) = g (1 + 7cos {u2(t - T)}), 
du j  
dt (t) + uj(t) = K (1 +Tcos{u j+ l ( t -  T)}), (2) 
dun . . (t) + us(t) =/¢  (1 +  cos {u l ( t -  T)}). 
The same equations also describe nonlinear field dynamics in a chain of n coupled optical ele- 
ments [4]. 
We are going to generalize the models (1),(2) to the following system given in vector form: 
du 
dt (t) + u(t) = F (u ( t -  T)), (3) 
where a vector-valued function 
f (z)  = ( / l (Z) , /2(z) , . . . , In(z))  T , z = (Zl, z2,.. . ,Zn) E R n, 
is specified by the type of nonlinear medium and the form of light beams' interactions in the 
feedback contour. We suppose that the following conditions of its growth are satisfied: 
max I/j(z)l < Mo, max ~--fz31(z) < M1. (4) 
j= l ,2 , . . . ,n  - -  j , l=  l ,2 , . . . ,n  - -  
Note that the right part of (2) satisfies (4) with constants M0 = K(1 + 7), M1 = K7. 
The unique solution of (3) may be obtained after introduction of the initial conditions 
u(t -- T) = O(-1)(t), 0 _< t < T, 
u(0) = ¢(0). (5) 
The next step in developing of the mathematical model is based on taking into account non- 
local field interactions provided by both spatial rotation and temporal delay in feedback contour 
together with local interactions of diffusion type. This approach is suggested in [3,11], the corre- 
sponding retarded iffusion type equation with transformed spatial variable appears as follows: 
Ou 02u 
~-  + u = D0-~x 2 + g (1 + 7 cos {u(x + A, t - T)}). (6) 
Here, D = dro 2, d is a diffusion coefficient, A is a rotation angle in a feedback contour. Unlike 
the model (2) in (6) phase modulation u = u(x, t) 2It-periodically depends on the continuously 
varied angle variable x. 
The general model of distributed optical system with above-mentioned local and nonlocal field 
interactions may be represented by the equation 
Ou 02u 
0---( + u = D-ff~x2 + F (u(x + A, t - T)) (7) 
of 27r-periodic in angle phase modulation u(x, t) and the following initial conditions: 
u(x , t -T )=~( -1) (x , t ) ,  O<_t<T,  x E [0,27r], (8) 
o) = x e [0, 2 1. (9) 
A scalar-valued function F, which describes a particular type of nonlinear interaction in the 
feedback contour, is supposed to satisfy the conditions 
IF(z)l _< M0, IF'(z)l <_ M1. (10) 
In the next sections, we will show that the dynamics of systems (3)-(5) and (7)-(10) may be 
similarly investigated by the reduction to discrete semigroups. 
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3. THE REDUCTION OF  THE DELAYED SYSTEMS 
AND THE EX ISTENCE OF  GLOBAL ATTRACTORS 
In the theory of retarded ifferential equations, the operator of shifting along the trajectory over 
the delay period is used to represent the solutions by means of a discrete dynamical system [12]. 
Basing on this idea, we introduce the operator S according to the formula 
S:  ((I)(-1),(I )(0)) --+ (u ,u (T ) ) ,  
where u(T) = u(t)[t=T, u(t) is the solution of the classical Cauchy problem for the system of 
ordinary differential equations 
~u ( ) d---/(t) + u(t) = F ~(-1)(t) , 0 < t < T, (11) 
u(0) = (I)(°). (12) 
Operator S acts in the Hilbert space of pairs ((I)(-1), (I)(°)) E T /= L~(0, T) × R '~, where Euclidean 
n-dimensional space R ~ is provided by the scalar product and corresponding norm 
n 
(o~0,,o~0,/o = z o,,o, ~,,0,, o~0) ~__ (o~0, o,0,/n ' 
j=l 
The scalar product and the norm in the Lebesgue space L~(0, T) are 
(o(_1) o( ~,~ ~(0 ~,,o : / [  (o(-1)(~), o(-~,(~))o d~, 
.(-1) i0 _(o(-1, o(-~,~ 
,T),n / (O,T),n 
Then, for arbitrary given elements ¢ = ((I)(-1),(I)(°)) E 7-/ and • = (~(-1),~(0)) E 7-/ their 
scalar product and the norm are determined as follows: 
' / (0,T),n 
Using these definitions, we reduce the dynamics of (3)-(5) to the iterations of operator S 
u ( t ;~)= Sk~[(_l)(t-(k-X)T), (k -1 )T<t<kT,  k=1,2 , . . . .  (13) 
Here and below, for every • = ((I)(-1), ~(0)) E 7-I we denote (I)1(_1) - (I)(-1), (I)[(0) - ~(0); u(t; (I)) 
denotes a solution of (3)-(5) started from the initial data (I). Thus, the solution's behavior as 
t -~ +co may be investigated by examining of the properties of iteration operator S and its 
powers. 
Observing the method of reduction, one can see that it remains correct for the retarded system 
(7)-(10) with spatially distributed parameters. We introduce the iteration operator SD according 
to the rule 
(u,u(T)), 
where u(T) = u(x, t)It=T, u(X, t) is a 27r-periodic with respect to x solution of the initial-boundary 
value problem for the linear diffusion equation 
Ou O~u ( ) O--[+u=D-~-~x2+F qo(-1)(x+A,t) , O<t<_T, (14) 
u(x, 0) ---- ~(°)(x). (15) 
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Operator  SD acts in the space 7-ID = L2(f2T) x L2(f/), f~T = f~ x (0, T), f /=  (0, 21r). Here we use 
Lebesgue spaces L2(f~) and L2(f~T) of square integrable over ~ and f~T functions with standard 
scalar products and corresponding norms further referred as (.,-}~, II" IIn and (., "}nr, I I  IfaT. 
Provided by the scalar product 
f~T 
of elements ~5 = (~( -1 ) ,  ~(0)), ~I / = (~)(-1),~)(0)) and corresponding norm II" II~,) the space ~-/D 
becomes a Hilbert one. 
The spatially-distributed analogue of formula (13) may be written as follows: 
u(t;(I))= SkD~l(_l)(t--(k--1)T), (k -1 )T<t<kT,  k=1,2 , . . . .  (16) 
According to (13) and (16) the iteration operators S and So play the same role in the con- 
struction of the solutions and prove to be a convenient instrument for examining the dynamics 
of delayed systems. Really, as it is followed from (13) and (16), trajectories of delayed systems 
may be represented by the powers of iteration operators 
O k ~- sko ,  O E ~;  (I) k = skffP, (I) E ~'~D, k = 1, 2 , . . . .  
r O /+~ Thus, we may use functional consequences ~ kSk=o and {~k}+=~ with new discrete "temporal" 
variable "k" instead of functions u(t) and u(x, t) dependent on continuously valued variable t. 
Facing to the investigation of discrete dynamical systems {SkO, • C 7-/} and {S~)~, ~ E 7-/D} 
we point out that they are represented in the form of semigroups, acting in Hilbert spaces 7-/ 
and 7-/D. To examine their properties, let us consider the inequalities obtained in the Appendix: 
k 2 [Is oll  _< IlOll~ exp (-(k - 1 ) r )+ riM02(1 +T), 
IIsN II ,) _< I1~I1~ exp ( - (k  - 1)r) + 2;rMg(1 + T), 
• E 7-/, (17) 
(I) C ~D. (18) 
Prom (17) we deduce that all solutions Ok = SkO, started from the ball {O c 7-/: IIOll~ <_ p}, 
remain in a bounded set for all k = 1, 2, . . .  
IIOkll  + nMg(1 + T). 
It means that semigroup {S k} is uniformly bounded. More than that, there exists an absorbing 
set of the semigroup. For example, the ball B = {O E 7-/: ]]OI]~ < 1 + nM~(1 + T)} satisfies 
the condition of absorbing: for every • E 7-/, there exists the moment of time k0 = k0(O), that 
sko C B for every k > k0. Here we may get k0(O) = 2 + [2T-11niiO]l~], where [.] is the 
notation of integer part. Similar conclusions are valid for semigroup {SkD} (here we use (18)). 
Thus, the dynamics of considered elayed optical systems may be characterized as dissipative. 
Another feature of the semigroups i connected with the compactness of operators S and So. 
Really, for the systems of delayed differential equations, the compactness property is a well- 
known fact (see [12]). It follows from the existence of the derivative du bounded in L~(0, T). In -8i" 
the case of operator So : "]~D ~ ~'~D, we may refer to the properties of solutions for diffusion 
type equations (see for instance [13]), specified here in terms of Sobolev spaces with fractional 
derivatives 
SD(I)[(_I) ---- ?/,(X, t; (I)) E H 1'1/2 (~T), SD(I)[(0) = u(x, T; ~) C Hl(gt). 
Then the compactness of S D follows from the compactness of inclusions [13] 
HI'I/2(~T) × Hi(f~) ~ Li(f~T) × L2(f~) ~ ~~D- 
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The dissipativeness and compactness of the semigroups provide the existence of nonempty sets 
/4 = N cl~ Sk(B) , UD = Cl~D S k (BD , 
s=l  s= l  ~,k=s 
where cl{.} denotes the closure in corresponding spaces; B and BD are absorbing sets of semi- 
groups. It is important that/4 and 5to are independent on particular absorbing set and are global 
attractors of semigroups (S k } and {SkD}, correspondingly. These facts follow from general results 
obtained for dissipative compact semigroups (see [12]). 
Let us consider the notion of global attractor, taking for definiteness semigroup {Sk}. The 
global attractor/4 of semigroup {S k} appears as a compact set in ~ satisfying the following 
properties (see among others [12,14-16]). 
(i) The invariance property: S(/4) =/4, i.e., if • E/4, then SO E/4; and vice versa, for all 
E/4, there exists • E/4 that @ = SO. 
(ii) The attracting property: 
lim distn (Sk(B),/4) = 0 
k--*+oo 
for every bounded set B C 7-/. Here we use the Hausdorff deviation function dist,(A1, A2) 
for subsets A1, A2 C 7-/defined as follows: 
dist~ (A1,A2) = sup inf Ilal - a21l~. 
alEA1 a2EA2 
A global attractor of the system is a minimal invariant set which attracts all bounded sets 
of initial data. It describes the system's dynamics when a sufficiently large period of time has 
passed. Therefore, the global attractor contains the information of all limiting spatio-temporal 
regimes the system possesses. It may be used for investigation of the "information capacity" for 
delayed systems. 
4. F IN ITE-D IMENSIONAL PROPERTY OF  ATTRACTORS 
In the present paragraph, we discuss two characteristics of finite-dimensionality of the at- 
tractors, namely the number of determining modes and Hausdorff dimension. The first one is 
suggested in [17] to describe finite-dimensional dynamics of Navier-Stokes systems, and further 
developed in [18]. Application of Hausdorff dimension of attractors for distributed parameters 
systems is a subject of a great number of articles (see [14-16,18] and others). Concerning the 
retarded systems can only refer to [19], where the finiteness of topological dimension is obtained 
for any negatively-invariant se of delayed system of ordinary differential equations. 
Here we use methods of [12] and [19] and combine them with a technique developed in [17] 
and [18]. As a result, we obtain estimates for the number of determining modes and Haus- 
dorff dimension of attractors in a retarded system of differential-difference equations (3)-(5) and 
generalize them to the attractors of retarded iffusion equations (7)-(10). 
Starting up with the notion of determining modes, let us consider attractor/4 for definiteness. 
Note that element • -- (O (-1), • (°)) arbitrarily given in 7-/possesses the expansion into series 
~ = 
where 
// = - ,  
j=0  
C0(T)= 1, Cj(T) = COS , j= l ,  . . . .  
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We introduce the projection operators ~)N and PN l according to the formulas 
PN~O= ~ pjcj(t) ,0 . 
j=N+I 
One can see that ?~N + PN ~ is identical operator in 7-/, and linear dimension dim ?~N?-/is equal to 
(~ + 1)N. 
Following [17,18] we say that attractor/d possesses a finite number of determining modes, if 
there exists an integer number N such that every pair of orbits 
+oo 
(Ok}  ~- {O h : O k : SOk-1}h=_o  o E Z,~, {lI/k} : {lI/h : Oh  ~-- SIIIh-1}kq-F_oo E Z//, 
satisfying the property 
~:~N (Oh -- II/k) : 0, k = 0, +1, +2 . . . .  , (19) 
must coincide, i.e., Oh -- Oh = 0, k = 0, +1, 5=2,.... In other words, if the attractor possesses 
a finite number of determining modes, then every orbit lying on the attractor may be recon- 
structed by finite number of its coefficients of determining modes. From the physical standpoint, 
this means that "lower" spatio-temporal modes contain almost all information of the system's 
dynamics on the global attractor, and in some sense "higher" modes play a slaving role (a kind 
of slaving principle). Knowing the number of determining modes while computer modelling, one 
must choose parameters of the numerical algorithm correctly: a digital mesh must resolve all the 
determining scales. 
THEOREM 1. The upper estimate of the number of determining modes of the attractor L¢, is 
given by the formula 
N <_ gdot(U) = [2~-1 max {1,riM1} T] + 1. 
PROOF. Our conclusions are based on the following inequality, obtained in the Appendix: 
IlP (so - so)]l  _< , llo - ,I, II , v,  • E U, (20) 
where 
2 max { 1, nMi } T 
5= 
7rN 
Fixing N = Ndet(b/) we get the number N to produce the condition 0 < 5 < 1 of "squeezing" 
property. 
Thus, if two orbits {@k} and {@k} lie on b/ and satisfy (19), then @ - @ = 79N~(@ -- @). 
Arguing (20) and the relationships Ok = SmOk-m and Ok = SmOk-m, we obtain 
IIp~ (ok - ok)l l~ < ~m IIOh_~- Ok_mll~, m=1,2 , . . . .  
Elements Oh-m and Oh-m are bounded in 7-/as corresponding parts of orbits {Ok} and {Oh} 
lying on the attractor L/. In particular, they belong to the ball in 7-/centered the in origin with 
radius P0 = (1 + nM~(1 + T)) 1/2. Then 
I1 '# (oh - oh)ll  _< m = 1 ,2 , . . . .  (21) 
As 0 < 5 < 1 and m tends to +c~, the right part of (21) tends to zero, and the left one does 
the same. Finally, taking into account he condition (19), we get the equalities Ok - Oh = 0, 
k = 0, +1, 4-2,... as desired. This ends of proof. 
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COROLLARY. One can see that our estimate for the number of determining mode increases lin- 
early with time delay. This fact is in a good accordance with the estimates of Lyapunov dimension 
of chaotic attractor mentioned in [10]. 
Observing the proof of Theorem 1 lets us emphasize the inequality (20). It describes the 
"squeezing" property of operator S on the attractor L/. Precisely, operator S produces the 
squeezing of dimensions (scales) along almost all directions in the space 7-/ except the finite 
number of the attractor's determining modes. 
We have also generalized this approach to the delayed iffusion system with spatially-distribu- 
ted parameters. Some difficulties while examining of the squeezing property are removed in the 
Appendix by applying the fractional derivatives technique. 
To construct projection operators in 7"/0, we first introduce the following sets of indexes: 
I0 = {j • Z :  [Jl -- No},  
Z0 ~ = {j • Z :  [Jl > No},  
I_ l  = {(/, m) • Z x H : IZl ~ N1, m < N2},  
1_~ = {(z, m) • z x H :  [Zl > N1 or m > N2}.  
± Projection operators ~No,N1,N2 and ~:)No,N1,N2 are determined from the equalities 
7)N°'Nl'N2~=((l,m)el-lE P}.ml)el(x)cm(t)'EP'°)ej(x)) ' j e I o  
= E E p?e,(-/ , 
(l,m)~I~l ~eZo • / 
where ~ = (~(-1), ~(0)) E ~-[D, el(X) = (271") -1/2 exp(ilx), 
p(--1) ( e~Cm~, l,m = ~p(-1), /aT 
and superscript ..... denotes a sign of complex-conjugate value. 
We say that attractor/dD of retarded iffusion system (7)-(10) possesses a finite number of 
determining modes, if there exists a triplet of numbers (No, N1, N2) E Z x Z x Af such that every 
pair of orbits {~k}, {~k} E ~t/D, satisfying the property 
7)No,N1,N2 ((I)k -- ~/k) = 0, k = 0, i l ,  i 2 , . . . ,  
must coincide, i.e., ~k - ~k = 0, k = 0, 4-1, +2 . . . . .  
THEOREM 2. Let the numbers No, N1, N2 be chosen from the conditions 6-1 < 1, 50 < 1, where 
5 2 M~(  1 2 (  min{1/4, T}~ 1 3T)  
_l = ~ 1+ ~ ]+4--D--~12+~22 , 
rain{l/4, T} 1 3T 
58-  N~ DT 2 + ~ + rr---~2" 
Then attractor ld D possesses a finite number of determining modes estimated by the value 
No = 2N0 + 1 + (2N1 + 1)(N2 + 1). 
PROOF. Basing on the inequality 
A_ 2 (~2 ~(-1) _ 4(-1) 2nT .~_ 52 ~(0)_  ~(0) - s' )ll o -< -1  (23) 
obtained in the Appendix, the proof may he fulfilled similarly to the one from Theorem 1. 
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Another characteristic of finite-dimensional dynamics is connected with Hausdorff dimension 
of attractors. Let us remind this notion taking for definiteness the compact set #/ c ~. Let 
Lie : {Bj} be an arbitrary cover of#/by means of the balls Bj -- {~ E ~-L : I[O - O j [ l~  < pj} of 
radii pj _< e, centered in Oj E ~. The value 
hM(#/) = lim inf E P~ 
e--*0 /d~ 
J 
is Hausdorff dimension measure M of the set #/. The minimum of those M, for which hM(Li) is 
finite, is referred to as Hansdorff dimension of #/: 
dimHLi = inf {M : hM(Li) < +(xD}. 
Direct applying of this formula to the attractor #/seems to be quite difficult. But the squeezing 
property provides the possibility to get the upper estimate of the Hausdorff dimension according 
the following statement. 
LEMMA. (See [18].) Let Jl be a bounded subset in Hilbert space 7-i, .4 C_ S(A), where S is an 
operator acting on A. If there exists a finite-dimensional projection operator "P, dim P?/ -- m 
and for every a, ?t c ,4 the inequalities 
l i sa -  Sail ~ < ell a -  a l l~,  e > o, (24) 
I1 '" (sa - sa)ll,_, _< 5 Ila - &l l~, 0 < 5 < 1, (25) 
hold, then dimH .A _< d(m, ~, 5), where 
d(m,g, 5) = min  \I---L---~:// ln-: ~ , (26) 
and X is Gauss constant. 
As a result, we formulate the following theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Attractors Li and LID possess a finite value of Hausdorff dimension estimated ac- 
cording to the inequalities 
dimg#/ < d((n + 1)g, max {1, nM:},5) ,  
dimH lib <_ d (No, max { 1, M1 }, max (5_ 1,50)), 
where N, 5 and No, 5_ 1, 50 are given from Theorems 1 and 2. 
PROOF. Let us apply the lemma where attractors Li and/do are given as subset .4 of correspond- 
ing spaces 7-/and 7"/9. Examining the conditions (25), we note that (26) is provided by applying 
the projection operators "PN, ~DNo,N,,N2 and squeezing estimates (20) and (23). Then, referring 
to the Appendix to obtain the inequalities (24) with values g = max{l, nM:} for operator S, and 
g = max{l, M:} for operator So we use (26) and complete the proof. 
5. CONCLUSION 
A mathematical pproach for evaluating the complexity of spatio-temporal dynamics for de- 
layed feedback optical systems is suggested. It is based on the understanding of the fact that a 
global attractor describes the whole of the system's dynamics after a large period of time. The 
universal technique for proving attractor's existence and estimating the number of determining 
modes and Hausdorff dimension isdeveloped for delayed optical systems. This technique is based 
on the reducing of a retarded system to discrete dissipative semigroup of shifting operators and 
on obtaining the squeezing property. Thus, both the retarded ifferential-difference andretarded 
diffusion models of feedback optical systems are similarly investigated. As a result, new upper 
estimates for the number of determining modes and Hausdorff dimension of global attractors are 
obtained as functions of nonlinearity, delay value, and diffusion. These estimates are applicable 
in evaluating the complexity and information capacity of delayed systems. Another useful ap- 
plication is connected with choosing the dimension of discrete numerical mesh while computer 
simulation of optical systems: a mesh must resolve all the determining modes. 
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APPENDIX  
A.1. Obtaining Inequality (17) 
Taking scalar product (11) with u(t) in R n after some algebra we deduce 
_d Ilu(t)N~ + Ilu(t)H 2 < F (~(-1)(t))  ~ <nM 2. (27) 
dt - - 
Multiplying (27) by exp(t), integrating the result over (0, t) and using (12), we get 
IIu(t)[l~ < O (°) 2neXp(-t ) +nM 2 (1 - exp(- t ) ) .  (28) 
In particular, when t = T the following inequality holds: 
Ilu(T)ll~ < ¢(0) 2neXp(_T) +nM 3 (1 - exp( -T) ) .  (29) 
Integrating (28) over (0, T), we obtain 
Itull(0,r),n -- ~(0) (1 - exp(-T))  + nMg (T - 1 + exp( -T) ) .  (30) 
Recalling that SO = (u,u(T)),  S k = S(S k-l) and arguing (29)-(30), we get the following 
inequalities by induction on k: 
Sk~l(o) 2 n <_ ~(o) 2nexp(_kT ) +nM~ (1 -exp( -kT) ) ,  (31) 
k 2 
S ~1(-1) (O,T),n -< ~(0) ~(exp(--(k- 1 )T) -exp( -kr ) )  
+ nM~ (T - exp (-(k - 1)T) + exp(-kT)). (32) 
Taking into account hat Sk~ = (Sk~[(_l), Sk~l(0)) and summing (31),(32), we obtain (17). 
A.2. Obtaining Inequality (18) 
Our method is similar to the one applied in Section 5.1. Multiplying (14) by u(t) in L2(~) and 
using (10) after some algebra, we get 
O ilu(t)H~ + []u(t)ll ~ + 2D Ilux(t)[l~ < 27rM02, (33) 
Ot 
where ux denotes the partial derivative in respect o x. Multiplying (33) by exp(t), integrating 
the result over (0, T) and using (15) we obtain the spatially-distributed analog of (30): 
[[u(t)[[2 _< ~(0) 2aexp(_t) + 2zrM02 (1 - exp(- t ) ) .  
Further conclusions are similar to (29)-(32). 
A.3. Examining Estimates (20) and (24) for Operator  S 
If • = (~( -1 )  @(0)) then vector-valued function v(t) = u(t; ~) - u(t; ~)  satisfies the system 
d v(t) + v(t) 0F (O, @, z*) (+(-1)(t) ~<-l)(t))  0<t<T,  (34) 
dt 
v(0) = ~(o) _ ~(o)  (35) 
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where 0F(O, ~,z*)  denotes the matrix of partial derivatives t f~Ozj  , i, j = 1,... ,n}, z i* = 
0iO (-1) + (1 -t~i)~ (-1) and 8i E (0, 1) are given by the Lagrange formula. Then, multiplying (34) 
in R ~ by v(t) and using (4),(35) we get the inequality 
ddt IIv(t)ll~ + I]v(t)l]2~ _< n2M~ O(-1)(t) - ~(-1)(t) ~. 
After integrating over (0, T), we obtain 
Hv(T) I I  2 -[-IIvH(20,T),n _~ O (0) _ tI/(0) 2 n -{-n2M12 ( I ) ( -1)  _ ~I / ( -1)  IO,T), n• (36) 
In terms of "/-/-norm, (36) takes the form 
I lSO - s~ l ]~ _< max {1, nM1} I IO - ~11~. 
This inequality is valid for every O, @ E T/, and, in particular, for • and • lying on the 
attractor 5/. Thus, (24) holds. 
Starting the examining of the squeezing property (20) we represent ~°N±(SO -- S~)  in the form 
of series expansion 
~i:~]-~(SO-S')---: \j~-N+I ( ~ v jc j ( t ) ,0 ) ,  
where vj = (vj,l,vj,2,... ,vj,~) E R ~ are Fourier coefficients of v(t), t E (0,T) with respect o 
the system {cj(t)} orthogonal in L2(0, T). As the series expansion converges uniformly on [0, T] 
and .there exists the derivative -~ E L~(0, T), then the following formula holds: 
-~-co 
dv  71" . 
-~(t) = -~ E 2 vj sj(t), 
j=l 
~j 
sj (t) = sin ~- t .  
Substituting it into (34), we get 
7r 
T E Jv j  sj(t) + v(t) = OF (O,~,z*)  (O(-1)(t) - ~( -1) ( t ) ) .  
j= l  
(37) 
Multiplying (37) by vl sz(t) in L~(O,T) and arguing that sl is orthogonal to sy, j ¢ l, we obtain 
7r ~T 
Summing these equations over l = N + 1, N + 2 . . . .  and using (4) we get 
+co -{-co 
7r 7r E ,iv, H <_7 E z Iiv, 
I=N-F1 l=N+l 
-- ~ (HVH(O,T),n-~-nM1 0(-1) -~(-1) 7 (~ )1/2 (0,T),~/ ,,t=N+l IIv~ll~ 
In order to est imate  IlVll(0,T),n we argue to (36) and deduce 
+co 2 
z I=N.-F1 
Taking into account hat the left part of the inequality is equal to (TrNT-1)2NP~(SO - S@)ll~ ,
after some algebra we come to (20). 
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A.4. Examin ing  Es t imates  (23) and (24) for Operator  SD 
Let • = (~(-1),~(0)) C ~~D and k0 = (~b(-1), ~b(°)) C ~D. Then SD~--SDqJ = (v,v(T)) E 7-{0, 
where v = v(x, t) is 2zr-periodical in x solution of the system 
Ov 02v ( ) 
O--[ + v = D-~-~x2 + OF(~, q2, A,~) ~(-~)(x + A,t) - ¢(-~)(x + A,t) , (38) 
v(x, 0) = ~(0)(x) - ¢(0)(x), (39) 
where OF(~, ~, A, ~) = F'(~(-1)(x + A, t) + (1 -~)¢(-X)(x + A, t)) and ~ is obtained from the 
Lagrange formula. Multiplying (38) by v(t), integrating the result over ~tT and using (39) we 
come to the inequality 
I[v(T)[[ 2 ~- 2][V[I2T + 2D []V=[[~r _< ~(0) _ ~(0) 2 + 2M1]tv[[ar (~(--1) _ ~/)(--1) fiT" (40) 
Estimating the second term with the sum M12][~ (-1) - ~(-1)[[~T + ][v[[~T, we have 
+ ]]V[[~ T ~ i l  2 (fl(-1)_ ~(-1) ~T -]- ~,0)_ ~9(0) ~. (41) IIv(T) ll,  
Then the inequality 
I I S .+  - SD tI . < max{1,M,} - Cl imb 
holds, and the condition (24) is satisfied. 
To derive squeezing property of So on the attractor L/D, let us consider projection opera- 
tors QNo and QN~,N2, defined according to the formulas 
Qgo b = ~ by ej(x), b ~ L2(a), 
QNI,N2 h = E ht,m el(x) Cm(t), h E L2(flT). 
(l,m)el~_l 
Here, bj and ht,m are Fourier coefficients of b(x) and h(x, t) (see (22)). Then the following equality 
holds: 
.L IIPNo,N1,N: (SDO -- SD~)II~D = ]IQNoV(T)[I~ + HQN,,N2VlI2ar. (42) 
Let us estimate the first term in the sum (42). To this end we use the inequality 
2 M12 ~(--1)- ~)(--1)2T 1 
ilvxli~T _< ~ + 2-D ~(o) _ ¢(o) . (43) 
It follows from (40) and from the inequality 
~)(-1) __~)(-1) fit -~ 0"5M12 ~(-1) _•(-x) ~r 2MI[[V[[aT + 2llvl[~T. 
Then, multiplying (38) by t 2 02" in L2(~) and using (10) we obtain - 
1 0 t2M~ ~(-1)(t ) ¢(-1) 
After integrating over (0, T) and using (43) and the estimate t - t 2 < min{1/4, T}, t E (0, T) we 
get 
rain{l/4, T} y min{1/4, T} ,,vx(T),,~< DT 2 ~(0)_ ¢(o) :+  2~- +1]  (~(--1)- ¢(--1) :T - \ T2 
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Consider an expansion of v(x, T) into series v(x, T) +oo = Y~k=_oobkek(x). As v~(x,T) e L2(ft), 
the equality v~(x, T) = }-'~+=~_~ i l bl el(x) is valid. Therefore, 
IIQNov(T)I[2 = E [bl[2 <- No2 E 12 [bz[2 <- No2 IIv~(T)]12' 
lel~ lee& 
and thus, the following inequality holds: 
min{1/4, T} IIQNoV(T)[I~ <- N2DT 2 ~(0) _ 4(0) 
+ M~ (min{1/4, T} 1) ~(-1) - -4( -1)~T 
2--~02 \ T 2 + 
(44) 
To estimate the second term in (42), let us represent i in the form of series expansion 
+oo +co 
= E E Iv m, E E 
Ill>N1 m=0 [l]<N1 rn=N2+l 
Note that 
1 +oo +oo 
E,  -< N---~ E E /~ lv l ,ml2= 1 l=-oo m=0 N--~ [[v~ll2r '
Then, using (43) we obtain the estimate 
1 
E1 < M2 ~(_1) __ 4(_1) 2ftT q- 99(0)--4 (0) 212 
- 4DN~ ~ " 
To get an estimate of }-~2 we consider scalar valued function vl(t) = <v(., t), el)a. 
exists the derivative 
d <Ov > 
~vl( t )  = -~(.,t),el , 
fl 
then the following equality holds: 
As there 
d -~ vt(t) = - (1 + Dl 2) vl(t) + (gr(', t), el}fl. (45) 
Here we denote 5 r = OF(~, 9, A, {) (~(-1)(X--~-A, t) --4 (-1) (Xq-A, t)). It may be derived from (38) 
after its multiplying by el(x) and integrating over fL Basing on (45) and on expansions 
+~ d +~ vl(t) = E Vl,mCm(t), -~vl(t) = - E --~-Vl,mTCm S (t), 
rn=0 m=l 
we obtain the equalities 
-T-~m v,m = (1 + D t 2) <m - ~l,~, (46) 
where ]l,m = (TrT)-l(f, e~Sm)aT denotes the corresponding Fourier coefficient of f e 7-~D with 
respect o the system {el(x)sin(t)}. Multiplying (46) by vl* m after some algebra we get 
mlVt,ml2<_T ( ( l+ lD l2 )  (^ 2 2) 1 ^ 2) --..ff [Vl,m] q-IVl,m[ -1- ~ ~,rn • 
Summing over Ill -< N1, m > N2 we obtain 
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To complete our conclusions we use (41) and (43) and come to the inequality 
3TM~ 7~(_1) _ ~b(_i) 2r  + 3T 2 7~(0) ~(o) _< - -2  N2zr ~ - ~" 
Finally, arguing (44) and the estimates of ~-~1,2, we get the inequality of squeezing 
(1 (  , 
_<M 2 ~ 1+ ~ ]+4- -D-~12+~-~2 ~(-')-¢(-') ~. 
\{min{1/4' Ng DT2T} 2DN~ 1 ~ 3T ) 
2 
+ + + _ 
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